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Domestication
of Everyday Life Technology:
Dynamic Views
on the Social Histories of Artifacts
Mika Pantzar

1. From sensational feelings to routine use

At the moment, social histories of technology are an expanding and
interesting area for consumer research. However, standard consum-

er research, academic marketing studies, economics, or sociology
have lacked general theories and perspectives historically integrating technology, needs, and human beings. Social development is

seen unidirectly as determined by technology (i.e., technological
More encompassing perspectives integrating macro and microlevel voluntarism

and determinism have been proposed,

e.g., in Russell Belk, "Possessions and
the Extended Self," Joumal of Consumer

Research (June 13,1988): 71-84; Ruth
Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother
The Ironies of Household Technology
from the Open Hearth to the Microwave
(New York: Basic Book/Harper, 1983);
Claude S. Fischer, America Calling: A

determinism), or consumption is seen as resulting from human

needs, and preferences (i.e., voluntarism).' This paper concentrates
on the emerging perspectives integrating technology and human
beings. Let us start with some observations from the history of technology.

In the beginning of this century, the automobile, like the
bicycle, was a toy, a plaything for those who could afford to buy
one. It was initially used mainly for recreation and sport, representing a new concept of personal mobility and taste for independent

Social History of the Telephone to 1940

travel. In the United States, 4,192 automobiles were sold in 1900.

(Berkeley: University of California Press,

Only ten years later, 485,377 automobiles were registered, and the

1992); and Grant McCracken (1988),

automobile was perceived by Americans to be a necessity.2 In

Culture and Consumption. New

comparison, automobiles were not perceived to be a necessity until

Approaches to the Symbolic Character of

Consumer Goods and Activities
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press,

the late-1960s in Finland. Nevertheless, the mental attributes related
to the automobile have followed very similar lines across different
cultures.

1988).

2 For the details, see George Basalla, The
Evolution of Technology (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1988);
Arnold Pacey, The Maze of Ingenuity,

Ideas, and Idealism in the Development

Whereas the first automobiles were sold because of the

enjoyment and excitement they gave their owners, the first telephones, slightly more than a hundred years ago, were not meant to

be used for enjoyment.3 The telephone almost immediately was

of Technology(Cambridge: MIT Press,

recognized as a marvelous invention, although how it actually

1992); and Wolfgang Sachs, For Love of

might be used was not so obvious:

the Automobile. Looking Back into the

Early users often discovered they had nothing to say. Even

History of Our Desires (Berkeley:

the enthusiastic were insufficiently imaginative. The prob-

University of California Press, 1994).

3 Fischer, America Calling.
4 Donald A. Norman, Things that Make Us
Smart: Defending Human Attributes in

lem was to figure out what the phone could be used for.
According to an early enthusiastic prediction, 'Why the
telephone is so important, every city would need one!' The

the Age of the Machine (Reading:

idea was that everyone could gather round the phone to

Addison-Wesley, 1993), 191.

hear the day's news.4
Copyright 1997 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Trying to determine appropriate uses for the telephone

continued for quite a while in the early days. The early telephone
vendors often battled their residential customers over social conver-

sations, labeling such calls "frivolous" and "unnecessary." For
example, an 1881 announcement complained, "The fact that

subscribers have been free to use the wires as they pleased without
incurring additional expenses (i.e., flat rates) has led to the transmission of large numbers of communications of the most trivial

character." 5 According to one local telephone manager of that time,
about thirty percent of the calls were "purely idle gossip." The early
telephone was introduced as a rational business tool. Nobody,

except possibly Alexander Graham Bell, saw the future potential of
telephone. A hundred years ago, Bell's prediction that "One day,

Mrs. Smith would spend and hour on the telephone with Mrs.

Brown" was radical.6
Quite similar developments can be found in the history of

popular mass media technology. Television, radio, movies, and
recordings have witnessed a metamorphosis: from toy, through

mirror, and toward art.7 In the first stage, the fascination (need) of
popular movies or television was their novelty as such (TOY). New
media technologies gained first admittance into society as "Trojan
horses, with their physical presence clearly visible, but their poten-

tialities poorly understood." 8 Orvar Lofgren from Sweden calls this
early period as a period of ""happy experimentation and a multitude

of Utopian schemes." He says, "People remember the solemn atmosphere and the intense concentration in early radio, or the ways in
which you dressed up for a television evening, hushing both

grandma and the kids."9
In time, however, playthings become transformed into practical technologies. At this stage, one can speak of emerging "functional needs." For instance, "The adoption of reality as film content

distracted from the technology and artificiality of the film experience, directing attention to the nontechnological content-the events
5 Claude S. Fischer, "'Touch Someone': The
Telephone Industry Discovers Sociability"
in Technology and Choice, A Technology

depicted on the screen-and, in turn, enchanting the believability of
the content, i.e., that the events on the film were 'really' happen-

ing."'O Technological media attained its second phase when it

and Culture Reader, Marcel C. Lafollette

captured the useful role of MIRROR. In a social context; the media

and Jeffrey K. Stine, eds. (Chicago: The

became routine and people learned how to "listen with half an ear,

University of Chicago Press, 1991), 103.

or have the television on as a background screen for conversation."'

6 Fischer, "Touch Someone."
7 Paul Levinson, "Toy, Mirror, and Art: The

In the third phase, mass media technology moved from

Metamorphosis of Technological

retelling reality to refashioning reality, as ART does. To achieve the

Culture," Etcetera (June 1977):

"1artistic" jump, a medium must have the capacity not only to repli-

151-167.

cate reality, but to rearrange and edit it in imaginative way.

8 Levinson, "Toy, Mirror, and Art," 154.
9 Orvar Lofgren, "Consuming Interests" in
Culture and History (Copenhagen:

Akademisk Forlag, 1990), 15.
10 Levinson, "Toy, Mirror, and Art," 156.

11 Lofgren, "Consuming Interests," 1
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2. How technology is domesticated

Motto: "Luxury, rather than necessity, is the mother of invention." 12

Needs and practical functions arise and are transformed in use. On
the basis of a sample of historical case studies, it could be maintained that, rarely, is a new commodity a response to some basic

need.13 Either new commodities simply replace older products; e.g.,
in modern households margarine replaced butter; 4 or new commodities enter into the life of consumers as objects with almost no

practical function. The latter applies to, say, the first automobiles at

the end of the nineteenth century, early computers in the '40s, and
home computers in the '80s, but also to the first refrigerators in the
beginning of this century. 5
The term "domestication of technology" suggests that there

are interesting similarities between the ways technology enters our
daily lives and the ways animals and crops were domesticated

about 10,000 years ago: "Domestication: The process of hereditary
reorganization of wild animals and plants into domestic and cultivated forms, according to the interests of people. In its strictest

sense, it refers to the initial stage of human mastery of wild animals

and plants. The fundamental distinction of domesticated animals
and plants from their wild ancestors is that they were created by
human labor to meet specific requirements, or whims, and are
12 Henry Petroski, The Evolution of Useful
Things(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1993.

adapted to the conditions of continuous care and solicitude people
maintain for them." 16
The present paper focuses on the specific question of how

13 Basalla, Evolution of Technology, Mika
Pantzar, Domestication of Technology

artifacts, technologies, and social systems become stabilized and

From Science of Consumption to Art of

institutionalized into identifiable closures (e.g., lifestyles) within

Consumption (Helsinki: Tammi Press,

consumers' daily lives. I would argue that the ways commodities or

1996), and Petroski, The Evolution of
Useful Things.

14 Mika Pantzar, "Public Dialogue Between

consumption patterns are introduced, institutionalized, and

expanded (i.e., domesticated) reflect quite general processes going

Butter and Margarine in Finland

on in modern market economies. Important generalizations can be

1923-1992," Joumal of Consumer

explicated on the basis of the social history of technology. For

Studies and Home Economics 19(1995):

instance, there seems to be a metamorphoses of novelties from

11-24.

15 See Basalla, Evolution of Technology,
Paul Ceruzzi, "An Unforeseen Revolution:

"toys" to "instruments," from "luxuries" to "necessities," from
"1pleasure" to "comfort," or from "sensation" to "routine." 17 Motives

Computers and Expectations,1935-1985"

and needs behind buying and using technology are transformed in

in Imaging Tomorrow: History,

use.

Technology, and the American Future,

Joseph J. Corn, ed. (Cambridge, MA,

Table 1: Examples of changing determinants of consumer choice.

MIT Press, 1986); and Cowan, More

Sensation Routine (e.g., car, bicycle)

Work for Mother

16 Encyclopedia Britannica (1990).
17 See Levinson "Toy, Mirror and Art" Mary

Douglas and Brian Isherwood, The World
of Goods (Harmonsworth: Penguin Books,

Toy Instrument (e.g., media technology)

Pleasure Comfort (e.g., WC, piped water)
Luxury Necessity (e.g., sugar, tea, coffee, tobacco)

1978), Tibor Scitovski, The Joyless
Economy(New York: Oxford University
Press, 1976); and Lofgren, "Consuming
Interests."
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I would argue that these seemingly different and separate
transformations become understandable when the perspective is
shifted from single commodities and needs to systems of commodi-

ties, to the evolving networks-i.e., ecology of goods."8 In time, commodities such as automobiles or televisions become embedded "as

components" in larger systems of goods. When commodities are
integrated with each other, e.g., within lifestyles, dwellings, neighborhoods, etc., there is less and less room for spontaneity. From the

perspective of a single consumer, daily choices, of say, using cars,
become increasingly dictated by situational factors, routines, and
social norms, and less and less by individual preferences. In accordance with these tendencies, commodities seem to pass through
different phases. Figure 1 gives a generalized picture of these transformations."9
DETERMINATION
Inner-Directedness Outer-Directedness
Figure 1

Domestication of Everyday Life Things

Telephone 1900 P Telephone 1950

( 1996 Mika Pantzar
Preference Life-Style

Calculation Adaptation
Helicopter 1930 H Media Technology 1950

Passion

FashionX

Desire t Imitation X
18 The term "ecology of goods" has been
elaborated by Kenneth Boulding,

"Economics as an Ecology of
Commodities," Lecture notes at George
Media Technology 1900 Portable Telephone

Mason University (November 1989); and

Cars 11900

Mika Pantzar, "Do Commodities

Bicycles 1000

Reproduce Themselves through Human
Beings?" World Futures, Joumal of

General Evolution, 38 (1993): 201-224.

The vertical axis refers to the mental states of consumers in a

In design studies, a similar concept, the

specific choice situation. It could be maintained that both standard

product milieu, has been coined by Victor
economics

(rational choice/upper left) and the sociology of con-

Margolin, "The Product Milieu and Social
Action" in Discovering Design:
Explorations in Design Studies, Richard

sumption (upper right) deal with mental states which are quite

stable and durable. Standard economic theory suggests that con-

Buchanan and Victor Margolin, eds.

sumers make their decisions and calculations on the basis of given

(Chicago and London: The University

preference order and beliefs subject to price and income constraints.

Press of Chicago, 1995).

In sociology, concepts such as lifestyle or way of life suggest that

19 For the details, see Pantzar,
Domestication of Technology, and cf.

Douglas B. Holt, "How Consumers
Consume: A Typology of Consumption

Practices," Joumal of Consumer

decisions are made on the basis of role-expectations and social
norms. Fashion and passion are clearly different "reasons" behind

individual choice behavior. These mental states are "hot," and less
stable than those assumed in economic or standard sociology.

Research 22 (June 1995): 1-16.
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Stability of lifestyle and everyday life i.e., "sphere of self-evident"
is reached through different socialization and routinization processes.

The horizontal axis refers to degree of inner- vs. other-directedness in choice behavior. It has been said that (neoclassical) economists operate with an atomized, "undersocialized" conception of
human action, whereas sociologists tend to have an "oversocial-

ized" conception of man.20 Economists favor explanations with consumers as inner-directed (rational calculation), while sociologists'

explanations emphasize other-directedness (adaptation, socialization). Passions are dominated mainly by "hot" internal states (de-

sire, enthusiasm, excitedness) and emotions, whereas fashionable
choices are dominated by others (conformism, imitation).
The fourfold table makes certain educated guesses about the

channels through which radically new products have become
rooted in our daily lives. Television, radio, and other forms of new
media technology made their breakthrough in an initial phase of
enthusiastic passionate experimentation, the boom, thereafter, being
sustained by bandwagonism. Within only a few decades, radio and

television became an accepted and inseparable part of our lifestyle.
The story of the automobile and the bicycle proceeds along much
the same lines. By socio-historical accounts, the telephone, likewise,

met few obstacles in its transition from a rational office tool to an
20 Mark Granovetter, "Economic Action and
Social Structure: The Problem of

Embeddedness," American Journal of

indispensable household commodity.
Four groups of motives should be seen as an ideal type

explanation with which consumer choice behavior and related moti-

Sociology 91 (Nov. 1985): 481-510.

vations can be conceptualized in a historical setting. With this

21 On the basis of the conceptualization,

conceptualization, it is possible to elaborate consumer behavior in a

conditions for "sustainable consumption"

could be elaborated. For instance, we

multidisciplinary framework and relate different disciplines with

could ask whether we should influence:

each other.21 When we are interested in questions of the entry of new

*The flow of new goods (inventions,

commodities, or theories of rational choice, passion and fashion are

innovations).

relevant. When we are more interested in reasons why some

* The ways novel products are received

commodities become a stabilized part of our everyday lives, socio-

by the consumers (calculation, desire,
imitation).

* The ways novel products become

logical reasoning starts playing a major role.22 In this context, the
concept of consumption ritual is useful.

stabilized into lifestyles.

Or should we simply attack and destabilize

daily routines? Should we recognize the

water closet, cars, and televisions as
luxuries and conscious choices rather
than a daily necessity? In this perspective, there is nothing more wasteful than

3. Consumption rituals
When a new product appears on the market, it elicits an initial
response from the consumer-whether it be rational deliberation or

the pursuit of pleasure or fashion. These reactions are fed by the

continual influx of new commodities. The critical question is: why

driving a car without deriving any plea-

do certain new commodities but not others become rooted in our

sure from the speed, freedom, and inde-

daily lifestyle, and what eventually forces them into extinction? The

pendence it affords (Pantzar,

Domestication of Technolog$.
22 Too little attention has been paid to the
fact that most commodities disappear
soon after introduction (e.g., the personal
helicopter).

mechanisms which lead consumers to repeat and renew their earlier

choices must be studied in the same depth as those which prompted
the consumer to make that choice in the first place.
The repetition of certain choices, e.g., daily car use, is more
than simply a matter of outer-directed influences such as advertis-

56 Design Issues: Volume 13, Number 3 Autumn 1997
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ing. Choices we make today will guide and restrict the choices we
make in the future. The emergence and existence of routinous

choices can be approached from the perspective of consumption
ritual.23

By the term "consumption ritual," I wish to emphasize the

self-perpetuating and self-transformative logic of consumer society.
Choosing a certain form of transport can lead to a certain type of
lifestyle which, in turn, increases the demand for the form of trans-

port which originally shaped that lifestyle. Choices which trigger
such chain reactions, and which increase (or decrease) the probability of the same choice being repeated, can be described as manifes-

tations of "the Diderot effect."24
As the story goes, the renowned 18th century French ency-

clopaedist Dennis Diderot received a brand-new burgundy-colored
set of academic apparel as a gift. The only problem was that the new
outfit seemed out of place in his stuffy old study. Diderot set about
solving the problem by buying himself new bookshelves, chairs,

and desks, and finally by repainting the whole room. By the time
the room and outfit matched perfectly, Diderot himself began to

seem out of place. This type of consumption cycle, in which commodities independently begin to make claims on one another, can
have one of two possible outcomes: a harmonious and homogeneous lifestyle, or an irresolvable conflict as in Diderot's case.
According to Grant McCracken (1988), the Diderot effect

represents both a process of change (the rejection of incompatible

furnishings) and a dynamic of stability (an established entity/
ensemble). So far, lifestyle analysis has failed to deliver its theoreti-

cal promises, since it has focused on systematizing empirical and
fragmentary observations of attitudes, values, and background vari-

ables, rather than on elucidating broader theoretical entities. Lifestyle studies need fresh theoretical inroads, such as those offered by
the Diderot effect.
Although the mechanisms which guide the invention, adop-

tion, rejection, and domestication of a given commodity are widely
23 Grant McCracken, Culture and

diverse, there is a surprising degree of similarity in the way that

Consumption. The word "ritual" is under-

different commodities become entrenched in our lifestyle. Consider,

stood in a broader and less specific

for example, the infiltration of the water pipe and the automobile. In

sense than in the conventional (scientific)

the initial stages, both were viewed with a considerable degree of

meaning of rituals. By referring to

skepticism. Cars were thought to disturb the peace, and they were

"consumer rituals," I wish to emphasize
the cultural and pragmatic conditions

regarded as a general nuisance to horse-drawn traffic. Water pipes

which sustain and reinforce certain

were dismissed as a superfluous luxury, and even as an outright

consumer practices; and which may even

health risk-particularly when the outdoor privy was replaced by

lead to the consolidation of certain social

the indoor lavatory. And surely piped-in water could never make

or metabolic systems. Rituals sustain

better coffee than water drawn fresh from a well!

both micro-level traditions and macro-

level technological paradigms. Catherine
Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1992).

24 McCracken, Culture and Consumption.

Despite these early misgivings, through a chain of thousands

of infinitesimal choices, these two commodities-the automobile
and the water pipe-have given rise to whole communities (as large
as the entire Helsinki metropolitan area) which serve dual imperaDesign Issues: Volume 13, Number 3 Autumn 1997 57
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tives: mobility (the car) and stability (municipal water service). In
retrospect, the progression towards motorization seems self-evident.
Initially, however, it was difficult to predict what impact the auto-

mobile would have on the urban structure. Trains, airplanes, and
cars were considered full equals until the 1950s. For instance, one
architectural review of the Helsinki metropolitan area speculated

forty years ago as to whether, in the future, flying would be the best
choice for commuters traveling to the center of Helsinki.
In man-artifact relationship there appears to be a general
trend toward ever broader consumer-commodity networks, with
individual branches being cemented by interdependent commodity

relationships (such as between the TV and the VCR), and the ties
between man and commodity (e.g., the family unit and its chosen
form of transport). The evolution of these commodity networks can
be described with the following hypothesis: as commodities become
increasingly widespread and firmly anchored in our lifestyle,
human needs begin to take second place, and the priority shifts to
"the mutual interdependency of the commodities in their own

right." These networks become tighter and more solidly fixed. The
inexorable standardization and routinization of both technology
and everyday life offers a good illustration of this process.
It would generally be true to say that (systems of) goods

either stabilize or disappear in time.25 At the level of the individual
household, this process can be described as the formation of a

particular type of lifestyle. On a broader urban level, this process
results in the formation of neighborhoods and communities. Each
home "generates" demand for services and these services, in turn,

uphold the community which created them in the first place.
4. Technology interacts with human beings-New Perspectives
25 Pantzar, "Do Commodities Reproduce

Motto: Unfortunately, we lack proper conceptualizations to analyze

Themselves," Trevor Pinch and Wiebe E.

different organizing processes through which technology interacts

Bijker, "The Social Construction of Facts

with human beings.26

and Artifacts: Or How the Sociology of

Science and the Sociology of Technology
Might Benefit Each Other" in The Social
Construction of Technological Systems.

Indeed, modern consumer society, as a whole, beginning
with Henry Ford's radical idea in his time that even laborers can be

New Directions in the Sociology and

consumers, could be viewed as a vast metabolistic organism which

History of Technology, W.E. Bijker, T.

perpetuates itself. A number of conceptual innovations are needed

Hughes and T Pinch T.J., eds.

in both consumer theory and in broader social theory if we aim to

(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987).

study the changes and functions of the metabolic system of modern

26 Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been
Modem (New York: Harvester

Wheatsheaf, 1993).
27 See Peter Baccini and Paul Brunner

society27 Three alternative and complementary views on the dynamics of man-artifact interactions summarize in abstract terms much of
what was said above: social shaping of technology, actor network

Baccini, Metabolism of the

theory, and the ecology of goods (replicative model of evolution).

Antroposphere(Berlin: Springer-Verlag,

All of these perspectives focus on the interactions between human

1989), and Eva Heiskanen and Mika

Pantzar, "Sustainable ConsumptionTwo New Approaches" (mimeo, 1996,

beings and technology, and the ways these interactions seem to
either stabilize or disappear.

forthcoming).
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Table 2: Perspectives on Human Being-Technology Interactions

Biography Social Shaping Actor Ecology
of Things of Technology Network of Goods
Unit of Analysis Micro: Meso: Meso: Meso:
Commodities and Technological Socio-technic Chains of commodities
households systems networks and consumers
Disciplines Anthropology, Sociology of ? Institutional economics
sociology, science and
consumer technology
research

Main Concepts Domestication, Social construction, Translation The origin, mainte-

appropriation, technological heterogeneous nance, and selection
objectification, systems, and network of variation

incorporation frames

Representatives James Carrie Wiebe Bijker Michel Callon Kenneth Boulding
Igor Kopytoff Thomas Huges Bruno Latour Mika Pantzar
Orvar Lofgren Trevor Pinch21 John Law" Arie Rip
Daniel Miller Pier Paolo Saviotti31
Roger Silverstone28

29 See
Wiebe
Bijker,
31 See
Of
Kenneth
Bicycles,
Boulding, "Economics as
Bakelites,
an
28 See James C. Carrier,
Gifts
and
and and
Bulbs
(Cambridge:
Ecology of
MIT
Commodities";
Press,
Mika Pantzar, 1995),
Commodities. Exchange
Westem
Thomas Hughes,
"The Choreography of
of Everyday
Power:
Life-A
Capitalism (London: Routledge,
1995); Networks
the General Evolution
Igor Kopytoff, "The Cultural
Biography
of Missing Brick in
Electrification
in Westem
Society,

1880-1930
(Baltimore,
MD:
John
Things: Commodization
as Process"
in
Theory,"
World Futures-The
Joumal of
Hopkins
University
General Evolution
1983);
27, nos. 2-4 (1989):
Thomas
The Social Life of Things,
Commodities
inPress,

Hughes,
American
Cultural Perspective, Arjun
Appadurai,

Genesis:
207-226; and Pantzar,
a"Do
Century
Commodities
of

Reproduce Themselves."
Some streams
Invention
and Press,
Technological
Enthusiasm
ed. (London: Cambridge
University
1986) 64-91; Lofgren,
(New
"Consuming
York: Viking, 1989);
and
of evolutionary
economicsWiebe
(e.g., Pier
Bijker
and John Law,
Shaping
Interests," Daniel Miller,
Material
Paolo
Saviotti, "Variety, Economic, and

Technology/Building
Society-Studies
Technological
Development" in Yuichi
Culture and Mass Consumption
(Oxford:

in

Basil Blackwell, 1987);
and Roger
Sociotechnical
Change
(Cambridge,
MA:
Shionoya
and Mark Perlman, eds.,
MIT
1992).
Silverstone, Television
and Press,
Everyday
Life

Innovation in Technology, Industries and

(London: Routledge,
Studies in Schumpeterian
301994).
See Michael Callon,Institutions.
"Techno-economic
Networks and Irreversibility"
John
Perspectives (Ann Arbor:in
University
of

Law, ed., A Sociology
ofPress,
Monsters:
Michigan
1994), 27-48 and technology assessment (e.g., Arie
Rip,
Essays on Power, Technology
and

Domination, Sociological
Thomas Misa,Review
and Johan Schot,
Monograph 38 (London
and
New
York:
Managing
Technology
in Society.
The
ApproachLatour,
of Constructive Technology
Routledge, 1991); Bruno

"Technology Is Society
Made
Durable"
in
Assessment
(London: Pinter
Publisher,
John Law, ed., A Sociology
1995) share many of
featuresMonsters;
in common
and John Law, "Introduction:
with the ecology of goods.
Monsters,

Machines, and Sociotechnical Relations"
in John Law, ed., A Sociology of

Monsters.
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First, important developments in recent consumer research

should be acknowledged. The term "biography of thing" refers to

the new, emerging perspectives aiming to describe and understand
the ways different commodities become integrated in the sphere of
our daily lives, for instance, the ways meanings attached to specific
goods are transformed from experience of uncontrolled chaos to
ordered cosmos, and the ways anonymous commodities with objective exchange values are transformed into personal possessions.

Compared to cultural critique typical to older sociology of consumption, new streams take their starting point more clearly from

empirical evidence. Today, for anthropologists, historians, and soci-

ologists, the meanings of things is an empirical question.32 In the
following, however, I shall concentrate on the processes of domestication on a more general and theoretical level than the biography of
things.
32 See Daniel Miller, ed., Acknowledging
Consumption. A Review of New Studies
(London: Routledge, 1995). Certainly, the

specific processes behind the incorporation of goods into our daily lives and
consumer society have quite different

Social shaping of technology
The social shaping of technology perspective argues for the inter-

pretative flexibility of scientific findings and technological inven-

tions, and thus non-deterministic model of technological change.33 It

manifestations (and theories), depending

focuses on the legitimization processes and social mechanisms by

on the scale of incorporation. There is a

which different commodities are constituted (e.g., social construc-

difference if we study incorporation

processes on the level of single transactions and commodities, or if we study

tion). The social shaping of technological systems view shares with

the theories of path-dependent systems3m a plea for seeing history as

emerging technologies. In Finland, for

essentially open: there are multiple paths (equilibria) of technology.

instance, roughly fifteen billion transac-

Non-optimality of technology is a distinct possibility, too. Often,

tions take place every year.

33 Wiebe Bijker, Thomas Hughes and Trevor
Pinch, eds., The Social Construction of

Technological Systems: New Directions
in the Sociology and History of

complex technologies display increasing returns to adoption and
network externalities (i.e., nonlinearity) in that, the more they are

adopted, the more they will be adopted.
Thomas Hughes is one of the most influential authors in the

Technology(Cambridge: MIT Press,

field of the social shaping of technology. Hughes approaches man-

1987).

technology relationships with the concept of "technological

34 See Brian Arthur, "Competing
Technologies, Increasing Returns, and
Lock-in by Historical Events" Economic

Joumal, 99 (March 1989): 116-131 and
Paul A. David, "Paradigm for Historical

system."35 Inventions such as the radio, the airplane, or the gaso
driven automobile are embedded within technological systems.
These systems are comprised of physical artifacts (e.g., turbogener-

ator), organizations (e.g., investment banks), and people-legisla-

Economics: Path-Dependence and

tive artifacts (e.g., regulatory law), as well as communications,

Predictability in Dynamic Systems with

traffic and so on.

Local Network Externalities," High
Technology Impact Program, Center for

Economic Policy Research, Stanford

Hughes emphasizes that technological systems are both

socially constructed and society shaping. Interactions between arti-

University, 1989.35 Thomas Hughes,

facts result in a "system goal": "An artifact-either physical or

Networks of Power and American

nonphysical-functioning as a component in a system interacts with

Genesis.

other artifacts, all of which contribute directly or through other

36 Thomas Hughes, "The Evolution of Large
Technological Systems" in W. Bijker, T.

Hughes, and T. Pinch, eds., The Social
Construction of Technological Systems:

New Directions in the Sociology and

components to the common system goal."36 Hughes's analysis of
technological systems is largely acknowledged today. We are going,

however, even further in our theorizing: it is not only that artifacts

are embedded within systems which constrain human behavior, but

History of Technology 5 1.
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that artifacts accomplish an agency.

Actor network theory

In recent years, important work has been going on which explicates
the power of goods quite explicitly. Bruno Latour's and Michael

Callon's theory of "actor networks," and Stewart Clegg's work on
"power circuits," share notable commonalties with Hughes's technological systems.37 However, in contrast, the primacy of human
elements or any distinctions between the "technical" and the

"social," is strongly rejected.
An "actor network" is suggested as consisting of very different kinds of actors: "The actor network is reducible neither to an

actor, alone, nor to a network. Like a network, it is comprised of a
series of heterogeneous elements, animate and inanimate, that have
been linked to one another for a certain period of time ... The actor
network thus can be distinguished from the traditional actors of

sociology, a category generally excluding any nonhuman components and whose internal structure is rarely assimilated to that of a
network."38

Latour and Callon emphasize correctly that it is impossible

to separate social and technical: "...instead of asking 'is this social,'
'is this technical or scientific,' or asking 'are these techniques influ-

enced by society,' or is this 'social relation influenced by techniques'
we simply ask: has a human replaced a nonhuman? Has the competence of this actor been modified? Has this actor-human or nonhu-

man been replaced by another one? Has this chain of associations
been extended or modified? Power is not a property of any one of
these elements but a chain." I Stewart Clegg (1989) would call these

kinds of chains "circuits of power." 40
Theories of actor networks focus explicitly on organizational

stabilization processes, i.e., the ways in which different networks
(systems, circuits, etc.) either become stabilized or disappear. The

specific focus is on the association and dissociation processes of
37 See Hughie Mackay and Gareth Gillespie,

human beings, different organizations, and artifacts.

"Extending the Social Shaping of

In sharp contrast to Hughes's technological systems view,

Technology Approach: Ideology and

Appropriation," Social Studies of

Scienceactor network tradition is very critical about the standard environ-

22 (1992); 685-715.
38 Michael Callon, "Society in the Making:
the Study of Technology as a Tool for
Sociological Analysis" in W. Bijker, T.

Hughes, and T. Pinch, eds., The Social
Construction of Technological Systems.

ment-system distinction.41 It focuses on emerging environments: as
integration (of artifacts, ideas, and human beings) proceeds toward
larger entities, single components relinquish their relative autonomy
to the networks which they themselves comprise.

The concept of the actor network is used to explain both the

New Directions in the Sociology and

first stages of the invention and the gradual institutionalization of

History of Technology ,93.

the market: "It is applicable to the whole process, because it encom-

39 Latour, "Technology is Society Made
Durable," 110.
40 Stewart T. Clegg, Framework of Power
(London: SAGE Publication, 1989).

passes and describes not only alliances and interactions that occur
at a given time, but also any changes and developments that occur

subsequently."42 Essentially, the term "actor network" refers to the

41 Callon, "Society in the Making."

reciprocity of different agents-in contrast to the mechanistic theo-

42 Ibid., 100.

ries. Circuits, networks, and cycles tend to reproduce themselves.
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The emergence of these new conceptualizations might be a manifestation of a more general phenomenon. Clegg and Wilson, for
instance, see a general cultural shift in perspective from a mechanical world-view (a' la Hobbes) to a "circulatory" conception of power
(a' la Foucault, Machiavelli), and from modernist interest of control
to a postmodernist interest of interpretation, empowerment, and
participation.43
Actor network theory and the social shaping of technology

tradition are not saying that there is no "logic" in the ways technology changes. There is. For instance, there is evidence that incorporation of new engineering knowledge into commercial products is
related to the radicalness of invention, or that fundamental technical breakthroughs do not occur singly; instead, they tend to cluster.
In time, designers' space for creativity diminish and dominant

designs emerge." I would argue that these observations and generalizations could be approached in a context of general evolution.45
43 Stewart T. Clegg and Fiona Wilson,
"Power, Technology and Flexibility in

Organizations, in John Law, ed., A

Sociology of Monsters (1991).

For the author, the main reason to approach the "life" of arti-

facts through the general evolution view is the possibility of generating relevant theoretical conjectures and new perspectives to the

44 See P. Anderson and Michael Tushman, empirical

realm. It might be that a biologist such as Stuart

"Technological Discontinuities and

Kaufmann put it most clearly as to what is happening in the world

Dominant Design: A Cyclical Model of

of interdependent artifacts: An economy and single units within it,

Technological Change," Administrative

Science Quarterly35 (1990): 604-633;
Mika Pantzar, "The Growth of Product

such as individual households, is a web of transformations of products and services among economic agents. New products and

services
Variety-a Myth?" Joumal of Consumer

entering the market for single households must "mesh

Studies and Home Economics 16 (1992):together coherently to jointly fulfill a set of needed tasks." I The web
345-362; and Devendra Sahal,

of consumers, producers, and artifacts is transformed over time,

"Invention, Innovation, and Economic

driven by technological advances and economic opportunities.

Evolution," Technological Forecasting and

Social Change (1 983) 23, 213-235.

Toward ecology of goods-a replicative view on social dynamics

45 See Vilmos Csanyi, Evolutionary Systems

and Society, A General Theory(Durham:The

ecological perspective on goods takes as its starting point the

Duke University Press, 1989); Mika

following observations: Examining the various components of such

Pantzar, A Replicative Perspective on

entities, as cells, organisms, societies, it can be found that these enti-

Evolutionary Dynamics: The Organizing

Process of the US Economy Elaborated
through Biological Metaphor (Labour

ties exist, i.e., sustain, by self-maintenance or self-production that is,
by the continuous renewal of their own components. A Hungarian

biologist
Institute for Economic Research, Helsinki,

and systems theorist, Vilmos Csanyi, has worked out a

Research Report 37/1991) ; and Mika

general model, the replicative model of evolution, based on these

Pantzar and Vilmos Csanyi, "Replicative

considerations. He maintains that in self-organizing systems-both

Model of the Evolution of Business

Organization," Joumal of Social and
Biological Structures 14, no. 2 (1991):

149-1 63.
46 Stuart Kauffman, "The Evolution of
Economic Webs" in The Economy as an
Evolving Complex System, Paul
Anderson, Kenneth Arrow, and David

Pines, eds. (Redwood City: Addison-

Wesley, 1988), 126.

47 Vilmos Csanyi, EvolutionarySystems and
Society.

biological and social-exhibit a similar general tendency toward

better replicative quality and integration with other systems.47
Resulting systems are cyclic processes within processes, rather than
given stable entities. The cycles reproduce themselves in a continuous resource exchange with their coactors and environment.
The components are associated and dissociated in various

processes at the expense of a continuous energy and information
flow going through the system. From the system's point of view,
damaging components are wiped out, otherwise the system might
disappear. This goal does not, however, mean that contradictory
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tendencies are absent but that, in time, these internal contradictions
might be followed by reorientations required by the level of the

system. A minimum requirement for a sustainable system is that its
components, by their interactions, are not eroding the system. Quite
clearly, this condition is not fulfilled in modern society. So far, as
James Lovelock has pointed out in his "Planetary Medicine of

Gaia," we know quite a little about different feedback effects influ-

encing the sustainability of our planet.
The concern over emerging feedback mechanisms makes the living

systems metaphor a suitable starting point for analyzing the relationship between consumption and production in mass consumption society. Whereas machine (mechanistic metaphors) is geared to

the output of a specific product, a biological organism is primarily
concerned with renewing itself. For instance, in the early period of
economic activity in the automobile industry, there were only some
minor feedback effects from the production of cars to the demand

for cars, and there were some resources to start the evolutionary self

organizing process." The latter could have been the Ford Motor
Company's technological ability and economic resources to bring
the Model T Ford to the market. The emerging cycle was related to

the fact that, through Ford's original vision, even workers were able
to buy a new Model T ("people's car"). Before this period, it could

be maintained that the producers ("workers") and consumers ("idle
class") were different people, and the feedback effect had a minor
role. The emerging mass consumption society challenged this state

of affairs. In modern mass consumption society, the behavior of

each individual (artifacts, human beings, organizations, etc.) is
bounded through reciprocation to the behavior of the others in an
extensive way

A group of commodities (e.g., a food system) must belong to
an autocatalytic system of positive feedbacks in order to expand or
exist. In brief, an autocatalytic feedback cycle is a concatenation of

positive influences, in which one item in the chain catalyzes another.
These causal loops are embedded within larger networks of causalities. In other words, if commodity A increases the probability of the
48 Put more formally, the precondition for

genesis and maintenance of commodity B, and commodity B does

starting a self-organizing process here

the same to commodity A, then, in this autocatalytic cycle, the two

almost an unstructured consumer society

commodities mutually enhance each other's rates of replication and

at the beginning of the 19th century was
the presence of a minimal set of components that could replicate and that

gain an advantage over other commodities. Instead of commodities,
we might talk about, say, product groups (e.g., TV sets) or groups of

fulfilled the criteria that it contained at

products (e.g., TV dinners), that are reproduced through participa-

least one cycle of component producing

tion in different autocatalytic cycles.49

processes, and at least one of the
components participating in this cycle
could be excited by the resource flux
flowing through the system.

49 Mika Pantzar, "The Choreography of

These theoretical claims, or actually a very scattered picture

of a general model, provide interesting insights and hypotheses to

different routinization processes inherent in the life cycle of single
commodities, too. On the level of the single consumer, we should

Everyday Life" and "Do Commodities

examine connections between a consumer's first exposure to some

Reproduce Themselves."

new consumer item and his or her later contact with that item, and
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the resources which make this possible. For instance, in a way, an

"accidental" exposure to pizza took place for many Finnish tourists
in the '60s in Italy. For some consumers, exposure to the new food
item allowed processes to work to produce a more enduring,

second-stage preference. This two-staged process of exposure-liking,
might explain the emergence of a replicative cycle, and thus the

continuity of new items in a single individual's life.?O
Of course, there may be other kinds of linkages which affect
50 Pantzar, "The Choreography of Everyday

the probability of repetition of, say, pizza intake. Another psychological cycle with similar effects is the pleasure-comfort cycle. Tibor

Life."

51 Scitovsky, The Joyless Economy.

52 Heiskanen and Pantzar, "Sustainable
Consumption," and Pantzar, "Do

Commodities Reproduce Themselves.".
53 Pantzar, "The Choreography of Everyday
Life."

54 See Jonathan Gershuny, "Postscript:

Scitovsky has maintained that choices produce pleasure in the first

stage but, in time, the pleasure fades away and is translated primarily into increasing comfort. Comfort, however, is like addiction: we

become accustomed to it and soon take it for granted. Thus, once

made, choices replicate themselves.5 The two above-mentioned
cycles are related to an agent's inner psychological structures. We

Revolutionary Technologies and

can also imagine other kinds of, e.g., social or material, cycles.

Technological Revolutions" in Roger

Consumer rituals?

Silverstone and Eric Hirsch, eds.,

Consuming Technologies, Media and
Information in Domestic Spaces (London

It seems that the early phases of new commodities are

dictated more by voluntary choices (enabling) and individualism. In

and New York: Routledge), 227-233;

time, however artifacts, when integrated with other goods, increas-

Victor Margolin, "Global Expansion or

ingly start playing the role of constraints (cf., network externalities).

Global Equilibrium? Design and the

World Situation," Design Issues 12 no. 2
(Summer 1996); Donald Norman (1993);
and Nathan Rosenberg, "Why Technology

These evolutionary processes might be seen both on the most

general level of mass consumption society,52 and also on the level of
single households.53

Forecasts Often Fail," The Futurist

(July-August 1995), 16-21.

5. Some conclusions

55 The role of imagination (Pacey, The Maze

It is not only that technology provides ways of satisfying human

of Ingenuity, Ideas, and Idealism) and the

needs, but also that it creates novel needs and constraints for human

construction of markets seem to be
important attributes of successful predictors (entrepreneurs): "Radically new
products confront innovators with the

behavior through its diffusion. Technologies have transforming

potential which could be identified possibly only retrospectively.54
In history, those businessmen have been the most successful who

problem of imaginatively constructing a

recognized the self-transformative power of new technology and a

market which does not yet exist ...

rising middle-class. In this respect, Henry Ford was an exceptional

Determining the features of possible

genius.55 Today, "configuring the user" is one of the most debated

consumer markets at early stages of
product development is, thus, a 'political'

topics in science and technology studies. It is increasingly recog-

task. Not only does one's own company

nized that the success of scientific and technological innovations

need to be persuaded of the viability of

depends upon the social relations between the producer and

the proposed product: it is frequently

consumer, and on the mechanisms for communication between

necessary to build a wide 'constituency'

them.`6

behind the product," lan Miles, Alan

Cawson, and Leslie Haddon, "The Shape
of Things to Consume," in Roger

An important message of recent technology studies concerns

the epistemology: in networks, there are no last instances and

Silverstone and Eric Hirsch, eds. (1992),

causes: "...POWER, whatever form it may take is recursively

72-73. A new market is always to be

woven into the intricate dance that unites the social and the techni-

created (Callon, "Society in the Making").

56 Steve Woolgar, "Rethinking the
Dissemination of Science and
Technology," Crict Discussion Paper No.

44, May 1994.

cal. What is the nature of the dance? Who or what has written the

music? ... I think that the general answer would be non-reductionist.
There are no 'last instances.' Rather, the authors detect emergent
structural effects-properties of relationships between mutually
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constitutive socio-technical elements. So the object is not to offer
simple explanations (for these will not be found), but rather to

discern patterns in the networks-'circuits' that tend to reproduce
themselves, and so their various distributive effects." 5 Technological systems exist only "in and through" their reproduction in
micro-social interactions. These interactions are, in turn, limited and
modalized through the un/intended consequences of previous
social action.

Bruno Latour states this argument in other words: "The

description of socio-technical networks often is opposed to their

explanation, which is supposed to come afterwards. Critics of the
sociology of science and technology often suggest that even the
most meticulous description of a case-study would not suffice to
give an explanation of its development. This kind of criticism

borrows from epistemology the difference between the empirical
and the theoretical, between 'how' and 'why,' between stampcollecting-a contemptible occupation-and the search for causality-the only activity worthy of attention. Yet nothing proves that

this kind of distinction is necessary. If we display a socio-technical
network-defining trajectories by actants' association and substitu-

tion, defining actants by all the trajectories in which they enter, by
57 Law, A Sociology of Monsters, 18.
58 Latour, "Technology is Society Made

Durable," 129.
59 Stephen J. Gould, Wonderful Life, The
Burgess Shale and the Nature of History

following translations and, finally, by varying the observer's point
of view-we have no need to look for any additional causes. The
explanation emerges once the description is saturated."58 This is an
important epistemological point of view which resembles a lot of

(New York: W.W. Norton & Company,

what evolutionary biologist 59 Stephen Jay Gould has so strongly

1989).

emphasized: the scientific relevance of descriptions.
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